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My name is Ayaan Cabdi and I am running for the 
position of Vice President  for ACE & Social sciences 
with the team United We Stand.
United We Stand is a team of 16 amazing candidates 
from across the world, who United aim to:
1. Bring back a vibrant, transparent and account-
able Students’ Union where students are aware of 
what’s going on.

2. Introduce free printing for all students.
3. Bring back Boat Parties and Fiction nights, enriching our nightlife events.
4. An improved social life on campus with better spaces and options for socialising, 
eating, relaxing, and praying for all religions.
5. Getting things done for students through our democratic processes and committees.

If elected as your VP ACE & Social sciences Officer I pledge to: 
- Increase lab sessions
- University to pay for field trips
- Improve student and school relationships
- Reinforce student complaints and suggestions
- Great transparency across departments to students
- Recorded video of lectures available
- Ensure that the societies points system remains in place since it acknowledges and re-
wards societies for their hard work as well as enabling them to carry out more activities to 
enhance our students experience.

During the academic year 2016/17 I had the honour to be elected and serve as you 
Black Students’ officer. I proudly led the events of Black History Month despite the many 
barriers I had to face. In a year where I expected Liberation to be at the forefront of the 
Union, Liberation and part time officers were neglected by the current Executive. 

We ought to put an end to this, support Liberation and their elected representatives and 
make it our Union Priority.

There’s one solution:

Vote #1 for United We Stand


